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Abstract
The objective of this paper is to achieve home automation application using
java language. With the fast development of internet of things, the home auto-
mation is more and more popular. This paper will show the home automation
project which includes two big parts. The first part is to develop simulation ap-
plications on computer which contain temperature reading and light, curtain, air
conditioner, television control based on the SensibleThings platform. The sec-
ond part is to test the internet-of-things which contains Raspberry Pi, Tellstick
Net and NEXA sensor and actuators. 

Keywords: Home automation, SensibleThings Platform, internet-of-things.
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Terminology

Acronyms/Abbreviations

IoT Internet of things. The Internet of Things (IoT) is a
scenario in which objects, animals or people are pro-
vided with unique identifiers and the ability to trans-
fer data over a network without requiring human-to-
human or human-to-computer interaction. 

HA Home automation. The home automation (ha) is the
residential extension of indoor automation including
control of lighting, heating, air conditioning and other
popular appliances 

P2P Peer-to-peer  (P2P)  computing  or  networking  is  a
distributed  application  architecture  that  partitions
tasks or work loads between peers. Peers are equally
privileged, equipotent participants in the application 

M2M Machine  to  Machine  (M2M) refers  to  technologies
that  allow  both  wireless  and  wired  systems  to
communicate with other devices of the same type. 
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1 Introduction
This is a bachelor thesis on home automation using Nexa, Tellstick and the Sen-
sibleThings Platform. I am an exchange student majoring in Computer Engi-
neering in Mid Sweden University. The aim of the project is to design a reliable
home remote control application based on the Internet of Things.

1.1 Background and problem motivation

Nowadays, under the pressure of competition, people have to spend more time
on work and can’t enjoy home life very well. In other words, people need some
method to control their house conveniently in order to save time to focus on
work and live better life. It’s definitely good that if people can remotely control
their home and own a smart home, that is home automation. Home automation
is a new concept people propose in recent years. It’s the residential extension of
indoor automation including control of lighting, heating, air conditioning and
other popular appliances. Home automation can also provide people security
such as remote lock of gates and doors or other systems. What’s more, there are
much more convenience, comfort, energy efficiency that home automation can
bring us. For example, people can turn on air conditioner before they arrive
home in hot summer or cold winter, and then enjoy the comfort without waiting
air conditioner to cool down or warm the house. And when we go holiday more
than one week, what can guarantee the security of our home? Home surveil-
lance can make you at  ease.  As a result,  the popularity and development of
home automation has been increasing greatly these years. The popularization of
home automation also has tight relationship with “Internet of Things” which
connects the whole world together. Due to the more and more affordability and
simplicity through smartphone or personal computers, the home appliances can
be connected to home network to allow remote control from the internet more
conveniently.

More and more study has been put into home automation. There is research at
Miun towards “Internet of Things” which has so far produced components for
sharing sensor and actuator information on the internet, called SensibleThings
platform. The SensibleThings platform can run on many different devices such
as smartphones, Raspberry Pi devices, and desktop computers and people de-
velop their win application on the top of it. The current platform is customiza-
ble for a wide range of sensors and actuators attached directly to the device.
However, most sensors and actuators used in the home environments today are
not currently supported. Thus, this project will investigate and test standardized
sensor and actuators devices (Nexa) on the SensibleThings platform and imple-
ment some application for home automation based on the platform.
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1.2 Overall aim

The project aims to investigate and test sensors and actuators devices combined
with a Tellstick device, Raspberry pi and other internet capable devices on Sen-
sibleThings platform. Achieving reading home temperature or humidity value
from sensor and control the lights through actuators. Creating a demonstrator
for the existing platform which including simulation of air conditioner, televi-
sion and electrical curtain on computer. The problem is to make it simple to use
these very common sensors and actuators in the platform and create a fully
functional demonstrator in a chosen scenario. 

1.3 Scope

The project has its focus on how to use the sensors and actuators, Tellstick Net’s
API,  Raspberry Pi  and  existing  SensibleThings  platform to  achieve  reading
temperature and humidity senor value and control lights by actuators through
connecting the internet-of-things to the platform using Raspberry Pi as gateway
device and Tellsitck Net’s as internet access and how to develop simulation ap-
plication of some appliances on computer based on SensibleThings platform. 

The project doesn’t focus on control complicated household appliance in prac-
tice because now I only have simple equipment such as temperature sensor and
light actuator.

1.4 Concrete and verifiable goals 

(1)Study the SensibleThings platform, Tellstick Net’s API, Raspberry pi and In-
ternet of Things, study the current home automation system.

(2)Design a simulation for home automaton including control of air conditioner,
television and curtain on computer with client application; 

(3)Implement  a proof-of-concept  demonstrator  and scenario using Raspberry
Pi, Nexa and SensibleThings platform. Achieve reading home temperature
and humidity value from sensor, control the light by actuator. 

(4)Evaluate the end results and propose work.

1.5 Outline

Chapter 1 introduces the background, problem motivation, overall aim and con-
crete  goals.  Chapter  2  provides  a  summary  of  background  theory  that  this
project involves which can bring reader a basic understanding, and also the re-
lated work this paper refers to. Chapter 3 introduces how the methodology is to
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accomplish the project. Chapter 4 provides detailed process of design and im-
plementation. Chapter 5 gives a detailed evaluation of end results of the appli-
cation performance which contains the latency, reliability and sensitivity. Chap-
ter 6 is the summarization of the whole research work and proposes the future
work. 

1.6 Contributions

             The project is done by myself. Thanks Mengjun Qin gives me some guidance 
about java programming.
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2 Theory and References
This chapter talks about the theory and related work the paper refers to. First,
Internet-of-Things (IoT), which is popular in present people’s life and makes
the home automation to be reality. Second, Sensible Things Platform, which is
the code development  environment  the project  bases on.  Finally,  the related
work will introduce some work that has relation with home automation.

2.1 Internet-of-Things

                                  Figure1 Internet of Things

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a scenario in which objects, animals or people
are provided with unique identifiers and the ability to transfer data over a net-
work  without  requiring  human-to-human  or  human-to-computer  interaction.
IoT has evolved from the convergence of wireless technologies, micro-electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS) and the Internet. [2]

A thing, in the Internet of Things, can be a person with a heart monitor implant,
a farm animal with a biochip transponder, an automobile that has built-in sen-
sors to alert the driver when tire pressure is low or any other natural or man-
made object that can be assigned an IP address and provided with the ability to
transfer  data  over  a  network.  So far,  the  Internet  of  Things  has  been  most
closely associated with machine-to-machine (M2M) communication in manu-
facturing and power, oil and gas utilities. Products built with M2M communica-
tion capabilities are often referred to as being smart.

Typically, IoT is expected to offer advanced connectivity of devices, systems,
and  services  that  goes  beyond  machine-to-machine  communications  (M2M)
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and covers a variety of protocols, domains, and applications. The interconnec-
tion of these embedded devices (including smart objects), is expected to usher
in automation in nearly all fields, while also enabling advanced applications
like a Smart Grid.

                    Figure2 Technology Roadmap: Internet of Things [1]

With the fast development of internet the more and more attention people pay
towards smart things, IoT has big evolution from beginning to now. As we can
see from the Figure2 (Technology Roadmap of IoT), the original idea of IoT is
to meet the demand for expedited logisitics, such as RFID tags for facilitating
routing, inventorying and loss prevention. Due to the cost reduction of, there is
big wave of applications flowing based on IoT which includes surveillance, se-
curity, healthcare, transport, food safety and document management. With the
ability of devices located indoors to receive geolocation signals,  IoT can be
used  to  located  people  and  every  object.  And  nowadays,  people  focus  on
achieving the ability to monitor and control distant objects and the fusion of
software agents and advanced sensor. IoT gradually walks into everyone’s life
and bring more and more benefits to human world. 

The internet of things are also necessary for my project which includes Rasp-
berry pi, Tellstick Net and some NEXA sensors and actuators. 
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2.1.1   Raspberry pi

                                              Figure3 Raspberry pi

The Raspberry pi is a series of credit card-sized single-  board computers devel-
oped in the UK by the Raspberry Pi Foundation. 

                        Figure4 Overview of raspberry pi architecture

Figure5  Location  of  connectors  and  main  ICs  on  Raspberry  Pi  1  model
B+ revision 1.2, and Raspberry Pi 2 model B [3]

Figure4 shows us that  the Raspberry pi  includes  I/O, RAM, CPU/GPU and
USB hubs which contain one Ethernet and two USB. There are several models
of Raspberry pi. Figure5 shows the model used for develop my project.
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2.1.2   Tellstick Net

                                  Figure6 TellStick Net 

TellStick Net is a radio frequency transmitter that plugs into your router via an
ethernet cable which lets you control your connected electronics from anywhere
in the world, all you need is an internet connection. It is also capable of receiv-
ing signals from compatible devices. TellStick Net transmits and receives sig-
nals at 433.92 MHz that turns on/off electricity on remote socket receivers to
which you can connect your electronics. [4]         

2.1.3   NEXA Sensor and actuator 

This sensor is Tellstick compatible and used to measure temperature and humid-
ity. It has eight transmitting channels. If you have more than one sensor you
must change transmitting channel before you inserts the batteries. Each sensor
must transmit on its own channel in order to prevent interference. The actuator
can be used to control appliances, what is needed to do is plug the appliances
into the actuators. 

2.2 SensibleThings Platform

There currently exist a vast amount of platforms which claim to enable an IoT.
But many existing systems can’t enable a large scale IoT, a new solution that
can circumvent the limitations of the related systems is demanded. Therefore, a
proposed technical approach called SensibleThings platform has been created.
An overview of this approach can be seen in figure7. In short, the approach is
based on connecting sensor and actuators to form an IoT using current IP net-
working and fully distributed systems. Fully distributed systems operate in a
peer-to-peer manner, where they both store and administer the information lo-
cally on each entity. See figure8, to achieve this, they often utilize hash tables to
enable logarithmic scaling when the number of entities increases in magnitude.
These systems do not contain any single point of failure and are thus more re-
silient, though the distribution itself often requires additional overhead in order
to maintain an overlay.
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              Figure7 Overview of the SensibleThings platform approach

               Figure8 Overview of typical fully distributed architectures

             Figure9 Overview of the SensibleThings platform’s architecture

The SensibleThings platform is a platform for creating fast and efficient Inter-
net-of-Things applications, connecting sensors and actuators to various types of
applications. [5] The SensibleThings platform architecture can be seen in fig-
ure9, which presents the different layers and components of the platform. The
platform has five layers which include interface layer, add-in layer, dissemina-
tion layer,  networking layer  and sensor/actuator  layer.  The interface layer  is
public interface which allow people develop their own applications interacting
with platform. The add-in layer allows developers to add more functionality or
algorithms to platform which can make the application perform best. The dis-
semination layer focus on the communication between all entities connected to
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the platform, such as the information transmitting between sensors or actuators
and computers. The networking layer connects every device with each other
based on the existing IP network. The sensor and actuators layer enables vari-
ous sensors and actuators to connect to the platform, and allows developers get
value from sensor or set value to actuators. The SensibleThings platform has the
following basic interfaces which provide developers the basic ways to connect
the sensors and actuators to the platform. 

(1)  SensibleThingsPlatform(Listener) :a constructor which joins the distributed
system and sets the listeners to use

(2)  Register(UCI) : registers the specified UCI in the system

(3)  Resolve(UCI) : resolves a UCI to a node address

(4)  Get(UCI, Node) : retrieves the value of sensor, given its UCI and resolved 
node.

(5)  Set(UCI, Node, Value) : sets an actuator, given its UCI, resolved node, and 
the value to set

(6)  Shutdown(): performs a graceful leave from the distributed system [6]

2.3 Related work

Neng-Shiang Liang, Li-Chen Fu and Chao-Lin Wu developed an integrated, 
flexible and internet-based control architecture for home automation system in 
the internet era. They focus on the development of intelligent appliances to 
achieve a complete home automation system to monitor and control. Due to 
grate convenience of computer and wideband network, people can link their 
personal computers to the network and do powerful computation and easy dis-
play. And so it’s beneficial for us to take advantage such abilities to develop an 
integration home automation. [7] 

Moser, K. ; Dept. of Math. & Comput. Sci. and Santa Clara Univ. study internet
of things in home automation and energy efficient smart home technologies”.
They first explore the history and implementation of the internet of things, and
then talk about home internet of things can be used in modern home automation
system. Smart homes can bring people many grate benefits such as energy and
water management, comfort and conveniences and so on, which can help me
save money and also satisfy their basic needs. [8]

Gamba, M. ; Univ. of Padua, Padua, Italy design issues and solutions in a mod-
ern home automation system. Home automation revolves around the user as
well as the technology in terms of usability and features. This paper first pro-
vides a history and practical view on the design of real home automation sys-
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tem. The real wireless home automation system they created brings a practical
users experience. They focus on two important parts. One is the actual commu-
nicating devices, another is the user interface. In the first part, the paper gives a
simple  analysis  on  existing  home automation  system which  emphasizes  the
main issues of it. The second part focuses on the user interface. The user inter-
face  is  very important  for  users  in  modern  home automation system design
which can decide if the users want to accept your products. Due to the conve-
nient mobile devices, it’s important to address the user interface in mobile de-
vices.  The  paper  show how they leveraged  on  multi-platform programming
frameworks to create a modern and practical user interface which can bring
users good experience. [9]
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3 Methodology
The methodology part is very important part in a project which shows the meth-
ods and process to complete the project. This chapter will talk about how to
achieve the several goals proposed before.

To achieve goal (1) that study the SensibleThings platform, Tellstick Net’s API, 
Raspberry pi and other internet-of-things. Firstly, I focus on the open source 
code of the platform, it’s necessary to master how the platform operates and the 
way we can build our own application on top of it. I find some example code, 
and build basic idea of application development. It’s also necessary to find and 
read many related materials or websites to help me to understand how these in-
ternet-of -things work and how to use them which can give me an outline how 
to carry out my project. To understand home automation, I collect related papers
and view what home automation system should be, and think about how to de-
velop my own home automation system.

To achieve goal (2) that designing a simulation for home automaton including 
control of air conditioner, television and curtain on computer with client appli-
cation; First, it’s necessary to think about what the most usual appliances people
need to control at home. And then I confirm the appliances that I need to imple-
ment which includes air conditioner, television and electrical curtain. Then I 
study these appliances’ work principle and design these remote control inter-
faces which are convenient for people to use. When completing the software de-
velopment, I do simulation on my computer again and again to make it better.

To achieve goal (3) that implementing a proof-of-concept demonstrator and sce-
nario using Raspberry Pi, Nexa and SensibleThings platform. Achieve reading 
home temperature and humidity value from sensor, control the light by actuator.
Based on the study of SensibleThings platform and Internet-of Things, I have 
mastered the main functions and interfaces I need to implement based on the 
platform. And then following the instructions of Raspberry pi, Tellstick Net, I 
construct a complete practical test environment which is used to test my soft-
ware. Through running the software on Raspberry pi, I make my code more and
more perfect. And finally achieving reading sensor value and controlling actua-
tors.

To achieve goal (4) that evaluating the end results and propose future work.
When accomplishing the above work, I need to test how my application per-
forms on raspberry Pi. To propose work, I think about where my project can be
improved and perfected, and compare it to other good home automation system
and finally propose the future work direction I should focus on. 
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4 Implementation
This chapter talks about how to design my home automation system specifically
and how to implement application to control some appliances which contains
air conditioner, television and curtain based on the SensibleThings platform. 

4.1 smart home simulation

The design mainly includes two parts. The first part is the SmartExtension that
the SensibleThings platform provides, the SmartExtension contains many meth-
ods such as handleMessage, getEvent, setEvent, startSubscription, endSubscrip-
tion and so on which I need to implement to design my application. The second
part is to design good interface that is convenient for clients to use. Because I
need develop the remote control of air conditioner, television and curtain, so it’s
necessary for me to imitate the real controller interface.

4.1.1   SmartExtension 

This SmartExtension part provides the basic methods to get sensor values and
set actuator value and how to handle various messages.

(1) Start Subscription

The  startSubscription()  function  firstly  packs  the  uci  and  corresponding
node  to  incommingSubscriptions  map.  And  then  sending  out
SmartStartSubscription  message  to  notify  that  there  is  new  subscription
coming.

(2) End Subscription

The endSubscripition() function is  used to remove specific uci and node
pair from the incomingSubscriptions map. And then sending out SmartEnd-
Subscripition message to source node and the sink node will no longer re-
ceive the messages from source node unless the sink node starts a new sub-
scription again. 

(3) Notify Subscribers

The notify() function firstly check the GetEventQueue, and if the queue is
free, there is a SmartNotifySubscribersMessage sent to subscription node.
And if  the subscription is  not  reachable,  the subscriber  will  be removed
from the subscription list.
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(4) AuthenticatedGet

The authGet() function firstly checks if the resolve cache has uci contains
secret, and if it does, then sending out SmartAuthenticatedGetMessage and
if it doesn’t, then thread sleeps some time and then check again until the
containskey uci arrives. 

(5) AuthenticatedSet

The authSet() function is similar with authGet() function, the only differ-
ence is that when the containskey uci arrives, it will send out authSetMes-
sage.

(6) Handle messages

There are other five types of messages the system needs to handle which are
SmartStartSubscriptionMessage, SmartEndSubscriptionMessage, SamrtNo-
tifySubscribersMessage, SmartAuthenticatedGetMessage and SmartAu-
thenticatedSetMessage. And when the above five functions send out differ-
ent, there will be different managements.

4.1.2   Source application

The source application is used to simulate source node which can register a new
sensor or actuator. See figure10, when inputting the sensor name and click re-
gister button, this sensor will be registered by the system, it will simulate the
real sensor and generate some temperature and humidity value within reason-
able limits. And if there is NotifySubscribersMessages arriving, it will can noti-
fySubcribers() function and then show the value to client. And the actuator re-
gister is similar, but it doesn’t need to generate any random value, just need to
register the actuator on the source side. When there is setEventmessages arriv-
ing, it  will set this actuator with unique value. And figure11 shows the flow
chart of source application.
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                       Figure10 Source application main interface
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                    Figure11 Flow chart of source application

4.1.3   Sink application

The sink application is home automation application containing graphic user in-
terface which is simple and convenient for clients to understand and use. It con-
tains 6 big parts, which are MyIHomeFrame, Tem&HumFrame, LightFrame,
AirconditionerFrame,  TVFrame and CurtainFrame.  And the following is  de-
tailed introduction of each part.

(1) MyIHomeFrame

The first part is main interface of home automation application. The design of
interface  is  shown  below  in  figure12.  It  provides  five  functions  which  are
Tem&Hum reading and Light, Air conditioner, TV, Curtain control. When click-
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ing each button, there will be corresponding new interface showing up. And
then users can do following operation according to the new interface.

                        Figure12 Main interface (MyIHomeFrame)

(2) Tem&HumFrame

This part is temperature and humidity interface, it is shown below in figure13.
The interface contains “subscribe”, “view”, “end” and sensor value which con-
tains temperature, humidity and timestamp. First,  input the sensor name you
want to subscribe, and when clicking “subscribe” button, the sensor name input
by client in text will be read, and it will call the resolve() function of the plat-
form. The sink now can receive the notify messages from source node. If client
wants to see the sensor value, just clicking the button “view”, which will call
the function in databasehelper class and the sensor value will be shown on the
simulated green screen. When client wants to finish the subscription, just click-
ing the “end” button, it  will call  the SmartEndSubscription() function of the
SmartExtension, remove the uci and node from the map and send out Smar-
tEndSubscription message to the system, and the sink node will no longer re-
ceive the notify messages from source node.
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                 Figure13 Temperature and Humidity interface

     (3) LightFrame

The LightFrame contains two functions: turn on and turn off which is used
to control the light. And the state of light will be shown on the screen.

                                Figure14 LightFrame interface

     (4) CurtainFrame

The CurtainFrame is similar with LightFrame which is used to control cur-
tain, and contains “open” and “close” buttons.
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                          Figure15 CurtainFrame interface

(5) AirconditionerFrame

The AirconditionerFrame contains five different setup: power on and power
off, model warm and model cool, airblades work and aiblades rest, wind
speed increase and wind speed decrease, temperature increase and temperat-
ure decrease. The value of temperature is 16 degree to 30 degree which is
consistent with the real situation. And the state of air conditioner is shown
on the screen which is convenient for users to control.

                     Figure16 AirconditionerFrame interface

(6) TVFrame

The TVFrame provides three big modules: power, channel and volume. The
following figure of TV is a skeleton diagram, the detailed interface will be
shown in next chapter. You can choose the channel and suitable volume as
you like. The state of television is shown on the screen.
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                          Figure17 TVFrame interface

The LightFrame, AirconfitionerFrame, TVFrame and CurtainFrame are all
similar, because they are all degisned to control the appliance, so the meth-
ods used in development process are also similar. Each button will be at-
tached with different and unique value for distinguishing from others. For
example, when you want to turn on the light, you just need to click the “turn
on” button, this will led to resolve uci in the lookup service and return a call
to  the ResolveResponse listener,  after  the resolve is  successful,  platform
with get uci and node pair, then it will call setEvent() function to set the
unique value to actuator at the source node.  

4.2          Proof-of-concept demonstrator

This part will show how to implement the proof-of-concept demonstrator
which uses raspberry pi and Tellstick based on SensibleThings platform to
control Nexa sensor and actuator. We can see from the figure18, there are
two sides. The source application and sink application. Source is running on
Raspberry pi which is also a gateway device for Nexa to connect to Sensib-
leThings platform. Sink is ruuning on computer which can be operated by
people to control the Nexa through SensibleThings Platfrom communica-
tion. The figure19 shows us the principle of temperature sensor getEvent
process. It contains register, resolve, response, get request and notify.
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                     Figure18 Overall view of demonstrator

                             Figure19 Principle of temperature sensor get process

4.2.1   Source application

The source application is run at the raspberry pi. It has two main functions. One
is connecting the Nexa to SensibleThings platform. The other is storing the tem-
perature and humidity value generated by the sensor on one file in Raspberry pi.
And then we can use file reader code to get the value. When we use the reticles
to connect the Raspberry pi and Tellstick Net to internet, the IP address can be
known easily by one existing application called “Fing”, this application will
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search the surrounding devices which connects to internet and show their name,
IP address and other related information. And when we know the IP address of
Pi, we can do some setup and display the Raspberry pi system on computer and
then run the code. After the connection to internet of Tellstick, when we make
the sensor and actuator on power, the Tellstick Net will search the surrounding
Nexa devices automatically. After some time, the sensor and actuator will con-
nect to Tellstick. And we have known the IP address of Tellstick, so we can
have communication between Raspberry pi and Tellstick. And the retrieve of
temperature and humidity value can also be done by the source applition which
is run on Raspberry pi, and then storing the data on Pi home file and waiting to
be notified to the sink application.

4.2.2   Sink application

The temperature sensor sink application's interface is similar with the temperat-
ure frame interface of simulation part, but the code behind it is some different.
Because I need to test the latency and reliability of application. So it's necessary
to record the time that request sent and the time that response received. And
then I can evaluate the latency of application running.  As we can see the fig-
ure20, first you input the sensor name registered at the source side, and then
click  “Start  button”,  then  it  will  send getEvent  message  to  source.  And the
source will notify the value got from the Nexa sensor. The currenttime is when
the request message sent, and gettime is when the temperature value receive at
the sink side. The light control interface is same with the simulation part, and
people can control the actuator on the computer by clicking the button on or off.
And the messages will be sent through SensibleThings platform to Raspberry
pi.  
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                 Figure20 Temperature sensor application interface
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5 Results
This chapter will show the results of the project, which contains two main parts.
The first  part  is  using simulated sensors  to  do simulation of  the appliances
talked above. The second part is using real sensor and actuator combined with
Raspberry Pi to test the application. 

5.1      Simulation results

5.1.1   Source application 

The source frame is shown below in figure21 which contains three main parts:
sensor register, actuator register and sensor value display. First, input the sensor
name you want to register at the text field, and then click the “Register” button.
And if you don’t input the sensor name and click register button, there will be a
message dialog box showing up to notify you need you input the sensor name,
the dialog is shown below the figure22. The actuator register process is similar
with sensor register. And when you input sensor name and click register button,
the  source  will  generate  random sensor  value:  temperature  value,  humidity
value and at the same time with the real timestamp that the value is generated.
The value is generated at the speed of one second for one record. The temperat-
ure value is limited from 10.0 to 40.0, and humidity value is limited from 20%
to 80%. The sensor value is shown at the text area in scrollpanel which is con-
venient to look much data. Figure23 shows us the results.

                            Figure21 Source Frame 
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                             Figure22 Message dialog box

                         Figure23 Register and Sensor value 

5.1.2   Sink application 

          (1) MyIHomeFrame

The MyIHomeFrame is  the  main  interface  of  application  which  shows five
functions it provides: Tem&Hum, Light, Airconditioner, TV and Curtain. The
figure24 shows the MyIHomeFrame interface. It’s simple and easy to under-
stand. Clicking each button and then you can enter the corresponding operation
interface which gives more detailed information. Every module simulates the
real appliance and the design of operation interface is also similar with real ap-
pliance. When you need to start sink application, it’s necessary that you must
start source appliance because these sensor and actuator need to be registered
and then the sink application can get or set value. When you click the “Read
me” button, there will be a message dialog showing up to tell client some help
information which is shown below in figure25.
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                       Figure24 Main frame of MyIhome application 

                           Figure25 Help message dialog box

(2) Tem&HumFrame

The Tem&HumFrame is used to show the sensor value generated at source side.
The  interface  is  shown  below  in  figure26.  The  value  contains  temperature
value, humidity value, and the timestamp when the value generated. First of all,
you need you input the sensor name which you have registered at the source ap-
plication and click the “Start” button and then the value will be shown in the
table. If you input one sensor name which hasn’t been registered, then there is
one message dialog showing up to notify you don’t register this sensor. As we
can see in figure27, the sink application receives the sensor value when clicking
“Start” button. Figure28 is the sensor value generated at the source side. We can
see that the sink data and source data is consistent.
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                        Figure26 Temperature and Humidity frame 

                      Figure27 Sensor value received at sink side
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                     Figure28 Sensor value generated at the source side 

(3) LightFrame

The LightFrame is used to control the light. As we can see in figure29, the in-
terface is  simple which just  contains one simulated screen and two buttons:
“on” and “off”. The actuator should be registered at the source side in advance.
When clicking “on” button, the uci will be resolved and the setEvent() function
will set one simulated unique value to actuator. As the same time, the screen
will turn to green and notify client that light is now on. And when clicking “off”
button, the screen will turn to dark which means that light is off. 

                                     Figure29 Light frame
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(4) CurtainFrame

The CurtainFrme is similar with LightFrame, it is composed of one screen and
two buttons: “open” and “close”. The work principle is same as LightFrame. 

                                    Figure30 Curtain frame 

(5) AirconditionerFrame

The AirconditionerFrame imitates the real air remote control, it contains some
functions: power on or power off, warm wind or cool wind, ariblades rest or air-
blades work, wind speed + or wind speed -, temperature + or temperature -. And
when clicking “on” button, the screen will turn to green and display various de-
fault set. And you can adjust these set according to what you like. The max-
imum value of temperature is  30 degree,  and minimum value is  16 degree,
which is same as the real conditioner. The interface is shown in the figure31.
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                                Figure31 Air conditioner frame

(6) TVFrame

The TVFrame is used to control television. It contains three parameters, which
are power, channel and volume. First, turn on the television, and the screen will
turn to green, and then you can adjust the channel or volume you like. 
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                              Figure32 Television frame

5.2      Demonstrator results

For doing practical test, first, connect the Raspberry pi to internet. Second, dis-
play the Raspberry pi system on my computer by using Xming and putty ap-
plication. Then, transfer the home.jar software file to Pi by using SSH Secure
File Transfer Client. Finally, run the home.jar in Pi by using SSH Secure Shell
Client which is used to connect to Pi and input command line to control it. And
then testing the application.  The figure33 is the hardware connection of Rasp-
berry, Tellstick Net and Nexa devices. Figure34 shows how to display the Rasp-
berry pi system on desktop computer.  And then the figure35 shows the source
application running on Raspberry. First, input the sensor name and it will be re-
gister by the source, and then read the temperature and humidity value stored at
the Pi home file. And the value will be shown on the screen. Figure36 shows
when we click the button “on” or “off” on another computer, the raspberry pi
will receive the commands and gives notice.

The sink application is ruuning on computer, the source application is running
on raspberry pi. See figure37, when we input the sensor name registered at the
source side, then the value will be notified by the source and display on the
table field. And we can see the current time and get time which can help evalu-
ate the latency of the application. Figure38 is the line chart of latency which
gives us an intuitive feel and the chart1 evaluates the average latency time and
the deviation time.
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                      Figure33 Internet of things hardware connection. 

          Figure34 Using putty and Xming to display Raspberry Pi system
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                Figure35 Run sensor source application on raspberry pi

                             Figure36 Run actuator source application
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                   Figure37 Temperature sensor application results

                  Figure38 Latency of temperature value get event

               Chart1 The evaluation of temperature value get latency
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6 Conclusions
This chapter will talk about the conclusions of the project, and have some dis-
cussion towards the results.

The project is home automation based on the existing SensibleThings platform. 
The overall aim is to investigate and test sensors and actuators devices which 
are connected to the platform by Raspberry pi and TellStick Net. What’s more, 
the project also needs to create a demonstrator for the existing platform which 
including simulation of some appliances on computer. 

Up to now, the overall aim and concrete goals have been accomplish well. I 
have achieved the practical application of temperature reading and light control 
which is run on Raspberry Pi. After the code development, I do some sub-
sequent tests towards it, and the test results shows us that the latency of mes-
sage transmitting is small, the value sent from source side can be received at 
sink side without any error. And the reliability of light control is high, the light 
can be turn on or off according to the control command every time. I have 
achieved the appliances simulation application of temperature reading, light, air
conditioner, television and curtain control. The application imitates the real ap-
pliances and it’s necessary to do some improvement which makes it fit to the 
platform. I also pay much attention to design the home automation application 
interfaces which combines beautiful pictures and adjusts the interface to make it
convenient to be operated. And the hard work makes the home automation 
looks fine to users and brings good users experience. As I summarize above, 
which gives a proof-of-concept demonstrator and scenario to SensibleThings 
platform. The practice test using Raspberry Pi and the simulation application on
computer shows integrated home automation project.

6.1          Future work

I have done the home automation project, and what the future study direction is
important. Now, I see the whole architecture of my project, I think one thing is
what I have ignored, that is security. As a result, the future work for me will pay
attention to enhance the security of home automation,  such as designing the
alarm system for notify the house master if there is danger coming up. For ex-
ample, when there are intruders or gas leakage when master isn’t at home, the
alarm system will  give  warning  to  the  master  by send messages  to  mobile
phone or just automatically call police office. And because automation not only
exists at home, there are many public places also need remote control to give
people more convenience and security, so the future work of my research work
will also focus on achieving the remote control of communal facilities. For ex-
ample, the street lamps can be remotely turn on or turn off in time to enhance
energy efficiency and also guarantee the security of pedestrians and cars or to
control the large screens in public place which warn people to guard against
heat, food safety and fires.
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6.2          Ethical  discussion

The home automation application can bring people much convenience and com-
fort which can improve the quality of daily life. For example, when you lose
your key at home and can't enter your home. And if you have home automation
application on your mobile phone, then just click the open button, and you can
enjoy your nice home. If you ever think about heating your house in advance on
winter  and when you  arrive  at  home you  can  immediately enjoy the  warm
home?  With the home automation, you can control the heating system when
you on the way home. And if there are burglars intruding your house and want
to steal somethings,  and the home automation with surveillance system will
send you warning message and call police at the same time. The home automa-
tion can bring you countless benefits and much comfort. However, we have to
consider about the potential problems about home automation. Of course, home
automation is convenient, but what if bad men can control your home through
the internet and the data transmitting through internet is safe? I think the gate
lock is common design in home automation, so if someone can open the door of
your home through internet and steal all precious possessions which is really a
nightmare.  And if someone can look what happens in your house through the
surveillance system, is it also a bad news? As a result, when the home automa-
tion is more and more popular in people's life,  it's necessary to provide enough
guarantee of people's security and protect the individual privacy.
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	Abstract
	The objective of this paper is to achieve home automation application using java language. With the fast development of internet of things, the home automation is more and more popular. This paper will show the home automation project which includes two big parts. The first part is to develop simulation applications on computer which contain temperature reading and light, curtain, air conditioner, television control based on the SensibleThings platform. The second part is to test the internet-of-things which contains Raspberry Pi, Tellstick Net and NEXA sensor and actuators.
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